
WHAT HAPPENED

Global equities rose on the week (+3.4%) led by US indices (+4%),

despite weak Q3 tech sector earnings and cratering Chinese equities

(MSCI China: -9%). Global fixed income eked out gains as well, led

by a big rally in UK Gilts (10Y yields tightened 58bps) and smaller

gains in German Bunds and USTs. But the 3m-10Y part of the UST

curve inverted, highlighting rising recession risk. In credit, high-yield

spreads rallied notably (-52bps), EM and IG spread rallies were

modest. Oil prices rose 1.4% on the week. The USD index gave back

1%, on a strong rally in the GBP and modest gains in EUR.

US: The US economy rebounded 2.6% annualized in Q3. However,

net external trade contributed 2.7% to this, while final sales to

domestic purchasers rose by just 0.1%. The real estate sector is also

slowing notably. Even so, inflation pressures are still strong. The

September CPI report was again stronger-than-expected, indicating

ongoing momentum in services spending. Furthermore, inflation

expectations University of Michigan Survey (Oct. release) increased

again to 5.1% (from 4.7%) one year out. Earnings reports have been

mixed –with some high-profile tech disappointments matched by

strong outperformance in some basic industries. The FOMC meets

on Nov. 3, and a 75 basis-point hike is fully priced in.

Europe: The ECB raised its reference rate by 75bps, as expected,

taking it to 1.5%. The Bank also decided to raise the rate that

commercial banks pay on their TLTRO borrowing, but retained the

guidance on APP reinvestments, rather than kicking off QT – hinting

at concern about the impact on the real economy. That said, the

statement reiterated an expectation of higher interest rates. Domestic

conditions in the euro area are not as ‘hot’ as they have been in the

US and, while rates will have to rise above neutral (2%), it is not clear

they will have to go as far into ‘tight’ territory as in the US. In the UK,

the appointment of new, and more orthodox, Prime Minister Rishi

Sunak was greeted positively by bond markets, as evidenced by the

continuing fall in Gilt yields.

China/Asia: President Xi Jinping was re-appointed for a third term in

line with market expectations. However, market confidence was

undermined by signs that the President is stacking the politburo with

loyalists while getting rid of many experienced and well-known

officials. Elsewhere Taiwanese Oct’22 industrial production continued

falling on weakening external demand, especially a downshift in

worldwide IT capex; Korea’s Q3 GDP softened to a 1.2% seasonally

adjusted annualized pace from 3% in Q2. The Bank of Japan met and

decided to stay on hold. But maintaining accommodative policy

settings are getting tougher. Japan’s finance ministry is putting a

fiscal package together to support low-income households against

higher prices. But these are likely to keep up the pressure on Yen-

weakening and JGB yield-widening.

S&P 500 brushed off weak tech earnings & a slump in Chinese 

equities to post a near 9% gain on the month

UK Gilts continued outperforming DM yields last week, on the 

appointment of PM Sunak and rising odds of fiscal orthodoxy
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GLOBAL EQUITIES 

(USD, % chg. Total Return)
Level 5D (%) MTD (%) QTD (%) YTD (%) 1Y (%) 3Y (%)1 2021 (%)

MSCI All-Country World -- 3.4% 6.5% 6.5% -20.5% -19.4% 5.5% 19.0%

MSCI World - DM -- 4.0% 7.8% 7.8% -19.3% -17.8% 6.8% 22.3%

MSCI EAFE -- 4.1% 5.3% 5.3% -22.9% -23.3% -0.7% 11.8%

MSCI EM -- -2.2% -3.4% -3.4% -29.4% -31.6% -4.2% -2.2%

COUNTRY EQUITIES 

(% chg. Total Return)
--

US (S&P 500) -- 4.0% 8.9% 8.9% -17.1% -13.8% 10.5% 28.7%

US (NASDAQ) -- 2.2% 5.0% 5.0% -28.6% -27.6% 11.0% 22.2%

US (Russell 2000) -- 6.0% 11.0% 11.0% -16.9% -18.6% 6.8% 14.8%

Japan (NIKKEI 225 JPY) -- 0.8% 4.5% 4.5% -3.9% -3.9% 7.9% 6.7%

EU (STOXX 600 USD Hedged) -- 3.3% 6.1% 6.1% -11.6% -9.2% 5.0% 24.1%

UK (FTSE 100 GBP) -- 1.1% 2.3% 2.3% -1.4% 0.8% 2.2% 18.4%

France (CAC 40 EUR) -- 3.9% 8.9% 8.9% -9.7% -5.0% 5.7% 31.9%

Germany (DAX 30 EUR) -- 4.0% 9.3% 9.3% -16.6% -15.6% 0.8% 15.8%

China (MSCI China USD) -- -9.0% -15.6% -15.6% -41.9% -47.5% -13.5% -21.6%

FIXED INCOME (USD, % chg.)2 --

Global Treasury ex. US -- 2.0% 0.8% 0.8% -9.2% -9.1% -2.7% -1.7%

US Treasury -- 1.2% -1.1% -1.1% -14.0% -13.8% -3.2% -2.3%

Global IG Corporate -- 1.8% -0.3% -0.3% -17.0% -17.0% -3.4% -0.8%

Global High Yield -- 2.4% 2.2% 2.2% -14.5% -14.4% -1.7% 2.5%

S&P Municipal Bond IG Intermediate -- -0.4% -0.4% -0.4% -10.5% -9.8% -1.5% 0.9%

US Leveraged Loans -- 0.1% 0.9% 0.9% -2.4% -1.9% 2.6% 5.2%

EM USD Denominated -- 2.0% -0.6% -0.6% -21.0% -21.1% -5.5% -1.7%

COMMODITIES (USD, % chg.)

Bloomberg Commodity Index 242 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 14.2% 8.6% 12.8% 27.1%

Oil (WTI, USD / Barrel) 87.9 1.4% 10.6% 10.6% 14.2% 6.1% 16.3% 58.7%

Gold (USD / Troy Ounce) 1,649.3 1.5% -1.4% -1.4% -9.4% -8.3% 3.1% -3.8%

SPREADS (OAS, bp chg.)3

US Investment Grade Corporate 158 -6 -1 -1 66 73 52 -4

US High Yield 455 -52 -97 -97 172 169 101 -77

EM USD Denominated 415 -9 10 10 118 115 100 16

KEY RATES (bp chg.)4

3M US Libor 4.44 8 68 68 423 431 250 -3

2Y US Treasuries 4.41 -6 14 14 368 393 277 61

10Y US Treasuries 4.01 -20 18 18 250 243 217 60

30Y US Treasuries 4.14 -19 37 37 224 216 181 26

10Y German Bund 2.10 -31 0 0 228 224 244 39

10Y UK Gilt 3.48 -58 -62 -62 251 247 276 77

10Y Japanese Bond 0.25 -1 0 0 18 16 37 5

CBOE VIX 25.75 29.69 31.62 31.62 17.22 16.53 13.11

FOREIGN EXCHANGE 

(vs. USD, % chg.)5

USD - Majors Dollar Index 110.7520 -1.1% -1.2% -1.2% 15.8% 18.6% 4.2% 6.4%

Euro 0.9965 1.0% 1.7% 1.7% -12.4% -14.7% -3.5% -6.9%

British Pound 1.1615 2.8% 4.0% 4.0% -14.2% -15.8% -3.3% -1.0%

Japanese Yen 147.6000 0.0% -1.9% -1.9% -22.0% -23.0% -9.6% -10.3%All data as of 28 October 2022, market close, unless otherwise stated. 

Please see important footnotes for returns and charts on next page.

Past performance is not indicative of future results.

Charts are provided for illustrative purposes and are not indicative of the past or 

future performance of any product.

The 3m10y part of the UST curve, the Fed’s preferred measure 

of recession risk, inverted for the first time since Feb.’20
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WHAT’S AHEAD

Data Releases

Euro-area Q3 GDP & Oct. inflation (M)

China official manufacturing PMI  (M)

US ISM manufacturing, Japan Jibun manufacturing PMI (T)

US FOMC meeting; UK Bank of England meeting (Th)

US unemployment; Euro-area PMI (F)
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DEFINITIONS        

Purchasing Manger Indices (PMI) An economic indicator derived from monthly surveys of private sector companies. A level above 50 indicates expansion compared to the prior month and below 50 contraction.

MSCI All-Country World The MSCI All-Country World Index is an index that tracks the performance of both Developed and Emerging Market equities

MSCI World - DM The MSCI World Index is an index that tracks the performance of Developed Market equities

MSCI EAFE The MSCI EAFE Index is an index that tracks the performance of Developed Market equities across Europe, Australasia and the Far East excluding the US and Canada

MSCI EM The MSCI EM index tracks the performance of Emerging Market Equities

US (S&P 500) The S&P 500 is an index designed to track the performance of the largest 500 US companies

US (NASDAQ) The Nasdaq Composite Index is the market capitalization-weighted index of approximately 3,000 common equities listed on the Nasdaq stock exchange

US (Russell 2000) The Russell 2000 Index is a small-cap stock market index of the bottom 2,000 stocks in the Russell 3000 Index

Japan (Nikkei 225) The NIKKEI 225 is an index that tracks the performance of the largest 225 companies traded in the Japanese market

EU (STOXX 600) The STOXX 600 is an index that represents the performance of 600 large, mid and small capitalization companies across 18 countries in the European Union

UK (FTSE 100) The FTSE 100 is an index that tracks the performance of the largest 100 companies traded on the London Stock Exchange

France (CAC 40) The CAC 40 is an index that tracks the performance of the largest 40 companies traded on the Paris Stock Exchange

Germany (DAX 30) The DAX 30 is an index that tracks the performance of the largest 30 companies traded on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange

China (MSCI China) The MSCI China Index captures large and mid cap representation across H shares, B shares, Red chips, P chips and foreign listings. With 459 constituents, the index covers about 85% of this China equity universe.

China Caixin Services PMI In China, the Caixin Services Purchasing Managers' Index measures the performance of the services sector.

Global Treasury ex US The Bloomberg Barclays Global Treasury ex US index tracks fixed-rate local currency government debt of investment grade countries excluding the US and represents the Treasury sector of the Global Aggregate Index

US Treasury The Bloomberg Barclays US Treasury Index is the US Treasury component of the US Aggregate Index and uses public obligations of the US Treasury with a remaining maturity of one year or more

Global Investment Grade - Corp. This Index reflects the Corporate component of the Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Index which is designed to provide a broad-based measure of the global investment-grade fixed income markets

Global High Yield The Bloomberg Barclays Global High Yield Index is a broad-based measure of the global high yield market

US Leveraged Loans The S&P/LSTA Leveraged Loan Total Return Index is designed to measure the performance of the US leveraged loan market

S&P Municipal Bond IG Intermediate 
The S&P Municipal Bond Investment Grade Intermediate Index consists of bonds in the S&P Municipal Bond Index that are rated at least BBB- by Standard & Poor’s, Baa3 by Moody’s or BBB- by Fitch Ratings. All bonds must also have a minimum maturity of three years and a maximum 

maturity of up to, but not including, fifteen years as measured from the rebalancing date.

EM USD Denominated The Bloomberg Barclays EM USD Aggregate Index includes USD denominated debt from sovereign, quasi-sovereign, and corporate EM issuers

Bloomberg Commodity Index The Dow Jones UBS Commodity index is designed to provide diversified commodity exposure with weightings based on the commodity's liquidity and economic significance

Oil (WTII, USD / Barrel) Generic West Texas Intermediate crude oil spot price

Gold (USD / Troy Ounce) Gold London Bullion Market spot price, quoted in USD per Troy Ounce

US Investment Grade Corporate Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate - Corporate Index is designed to measure the performance of the investment grade corporate sector in the US

US ISM manufacturing PMI Based on a survey of purchasing managers at more than 300 manufacturing firms by the Institute for Supply Management (ISM), the index monitors changes in production levels from month to month.

US High Yield The Bloomberg Barclays US High Yield Index covers the universe of fixed-rate, non-investment grade corporate debt in the US

3M US Libor Average interest rate at which a selection of banks in London lend to one another in USD with a maturity of 3 months

2Y US Treasuries Average yield of a range of Treasury securities all adjusted to the equivalent of a two-year maturity

10Y US Treasuries Average yield of a range of Treasury securities all adjusted to the equivalent of a ten-year maturity

10Y UK Gilt Average yield of a range of UK government bonds all adjusted to the equivalent of a ten-year maturity

10Y German Bund Average yield of a range of German government bonds all adjusted to the equivalent of a ten-year maturity

10Y Japanese Bond Average yield of a range of Japanese government bonds all adjusted to the equivalent of a ten-year maturity

CBOE VIX Indicator of the implied volatility of S&P 500 index as calculated by the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE)

US 30Y Fixed-Rate Mortgage Bankrate.com 30-year US home mortgage fixed rate national average

S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller 20-city 

Composite Home Price Index 
Tracks the value of single-family housing within the United States

USD - Majors Dollar Index A measure of the value of the US dollar relative to a basket of currencies of the US's most significant trading partners including the euro, Japanese yen, Canadian dollar, British pound, Swedish krona, and Swiss franc.

FOOTNOTES FOR RETURNS AND CHARTS ON PREVIOUS PAGE

1 3Y% change annualized for equities, commodities, foreign exchange and fixed income

2 Total returns in USD. USD hedged for Global Treasury ex US, Global Investment Grade – Corporate, and Global High Yield

3 OAS: option-adjusted spread. Both level and change in bp

4 Current level of interest rates (%) shown in "Level" column except for CBOE VIX. For CBOE VIX the value as of each date is shown not the change

5 “Level" for each exchange rate: USD/1 Euro; USD/1 British Pound; Japanese Yen/1 USD. Changes for Japanese Yen calculated using USD/1 Japanese Yen

Investors cannot invest directly in an index.
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This material should not be considered as investment advice or a recommendation of any investment manager or account arrangement and should not serve as the primary basis for investment decisions. Any statements and opinions 

expressed are as at the date of publication, are subject to change as economic and market conditions dictate, and do not necessarily represent the views of BNY Mellon or any of its affiliates. The information has been provided as a 

general market commentary only and does not constitute legal, tax, accounting, other professional counsel or investment advice, is not predictive of future performance, and should not be construed as an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy 

any security or make an offer where otherwise unlawful. The information has been provided without taking into account the investment objective, financial situation or needs of any particular person. BNY Mellon and its affiliates are not 

responsible for any subsequent investment advice given based on the information supplied. This is not investment research or a research recommendation for regulatory purposes as it does not constitute substantive research or analysis. 

To the extent that these materials contain statements about future performance, such statements are forward looking and are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties. Information and opinions presented have been obtained or 

derived from sources which BNY Mellon believed to be reliable, but BNY Mellon makes no representation to its accuracy and completeness. BNY Mellon accepts no liability for loss arising from use of this material.

All investments involve risk including loss of principal.

Not for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country in which such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation. This information may not be distributed or used for the purpose 

of offers or solicitations in any jurisdiction or in any circumstances in which such offers or solicitations are unlawful or not authorized, or where there would be, by virtue of such distribution, new or additional registration requirements. 

Persons into whose possession this information comes are required to inform themselves about and to observe any restrictions that apply to the distribution of this information in their jurisdiction.
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Authorized and regulated by the Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission (CVM). • Canada: BNY Mellon Asset Management Canada Ltd. is registered in all provinces and territories of Canada as a Portfolio Manager and Exempt 
Market Dealer, and as a Commodity Trading Manager in Ontario.
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